Evolution of the phenotype of craniosynostosis with dental anomalies syndrome and report of IL11RA variant population frequencies in a Crouzon-like autosomal recessive syndrome.
In 2011, biallelic loss-of-function variants in the interleukin receptor 11 alpha gene IL11RA were found to be associated with a Crouzon-like craniosynostosis syndrome with associated dental anomalies (CRSDA). Since then, a total of 41 similar patients have been reported with IL11RA variants. We report two adult brothers diagnosed with Crouzon syndrome as children, in which the clinical diagnosis of CRSDA was made on reevaluation. Laboratory testing detected biallelic IL11RA variants, c.916_924dup (p.Thr306_Ser308dup) and c.781C > T (p.Arg261Cys), both of which have now been reported in other families. Protein modeling and conservation analysis show that these two mutation sites cluster together near a WSXWS motif that likely plays a significant role in regulating IL11RA protein function. Population analysis from gnomAD shows that Non-Finnish Europeans (similar to ethnicity of this family), have an allele frequency for p.Thr306_Ser308dup of 0.014% and p.Arg261Cys of 0.008%. We found other ethnicities have functional IL11RA missense variants at higher frequencies. With this report, we provide a summary of the clinical findings including details of middle ear anomalies associated with conductive hearing loss. We also provide data supporting the populations at risk for this condition to increase recognition and diagnosis of this rare autosomal recessive craniosynostosis syndrome.